English Courses at King’s, 2022-23

for full course descriptions, visit https://www.kings.uwo.ca/academics/english/english-course-offerings/

for the timetable, visit in June https://www.registrar.uwo.ca/academics/timetables.html

for assistance, contact the Academic Program Advisor for English, J. Eastabrook: https://www.kings.uwo.ca/academics/english/english-faculty/

1020E/570 (Understanding Literature Today)
1020E/650 (Understanding Literature Today) ONLINE version
1024E (Forms of Fiction)
1027F (The Storyteller’s Art I: Introduction to Narrative) Dr. Dowdell
1028G (The Storyteller’s Art II: Topics in Narrative—Climate Change Fiction) Dr. Dowdell
1901E (Foundations in the New Liberal Arts) Dr. Clausius
2033E (Children’s Literature)
2071F (Speculative Fiction: Science Fiction)
2072G (Speculative Fiction: Fantasy)
2203G (Narrative Theory) Dr. Dowdell
2239E (Survey of Noted Catholic Authors) Dr. Rae
2299F (Critical Practice) Dr. Dowdell
2301E (British Literature Survey) Dr. Werstine
2501E (Canadian Literature Survey) Dr. Rae
3206F (Digital Narratives) Dr. Dowdell
3328E (Renaissance Literature) Dr. Patton
3330E (Shakespeare) Dr. Werstine
3348G (Topics in Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Literature: Sentimentalism and the Eighteenth-Century Novel) Dr. Dowdell
3702E (Consuming Women) Dr. Lysack
3999G (Creative Writing)

cont’d on next page
4xxxF (Seminar in Literary Studies—Festival City: Stratford as a Hub of Canadian Literature and Drama) Dr. Rae

4xxxG (Seminar in Literary Studies—The Graphic Memoir: Comics and Life Writing) Dr. Patton

*Remember to visit the Western English Department website in order to see all of the seminars to be offered in 2022-23 at King’s, Western, Brescia, and Huron:* https://www.uwo.ca/english/english_studies/courses/index.html

**Western’s 22-23 English seminars:**
- 4201F - Seminar in Theory and Criticism | Reading the Land: Literature and Environmental Justice
- 4321G - Seminar in Renaissance Literature | Hamlet: Then and Now
- 4350G - Seminar in Nineteenth-Century Literature | Pre-Raphaelites: Romanticism to Modernism
- 4351F - Seminar in Nineteenth-Century Literature | Weird Science: Psychical Research and the Late-Victorian Gothic Novel
- 4570F - Seminar in Canadian Literature: Diaspora in Dionne Brand's Works
- 4899G - The Alice Munro Chair in Creativity Seminar: Creative Writing Workshop

**Huron’s 22-23 English seminars:** https://huronatwestern.ca/programs/arts-social-science/english-and-cultural-studies/

**Brescia’s 22-23 English seminars:** https://www.brescia.uwo.ca/enrolment_services/academics/courses_enrolment/course_outlines/index.php